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Even without baryons, self-gravitating dark matter halos 
cannot fully virialize – the total moment of inertia is still 
evolving with cosmic time. Halos form through VR not 
via thermalization through 2-body collisions.

The VR collapsed halo initially has 𝛒 α 𝒓!𝟑/𝟐 before settling to NFW. It 
now seems unlikely that the NFW cusp even forms due to the baryons.



An imaginary outer surface with radius rb will have a 
momentum flux of shell-crossing particles that is non-
zero. Subject to NFW concentration, moving outwards, 
Pb is roughly zero, becoming systematically non-zero at 
some virial radius. In this shell, the overall KE vs GPE 
balance breaks down.

Can we identify a shell of stars that are ~steady state such 
that their net motion is a probe of the Galaxy’s mass change? 



target:  ⟨Vr ⟩ ≲ 1 km s-1

equiv. to ≲ 2% mass loss per Gyr 

≈ 0.02 × 50 ≈ 1 km s-1



Radial motions Vr in an isothermal halo, density colour-coded.

But this distribution does  
not describe the Milky 
Way’s dark matter at z=0.

stellar density



10 Milky Way (z=0) 
analogue simulations 

Prima facie, ⟨Vr ⟩ < 1 km s-1

looks problematic, assuming 
representative halos.



10 more Milky Way (z=0) 
analogue simulations 

Prima facie, ⟨Vr ⟩ < 1 km s-1

looks problematic, assuming 
representative halos.



In most haloes, ⟨Vr ⟩ < 1 km s-1

is finally achieved.

Sharma’s ENLINK (2006) 
is used to remove fine 
structure in 6D phase 
space, F( r 𝝓 z Vr  V𝝓 Vz ).

We now show before and 
after – I will toggle these.

1st ten simulations.

I return to this 
case below
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Sharma’s ENLINK (2006) 
before and after stats 
for shells in the range, 
r = 15 to 45 kpc.

We can do better with 
proper motions and/or 
better algorithms.

⟨Vr ⟩ ~ 1 km s-1 is equivalent to ~3 𝝁as astrometry at ~10 kpc.

~30 𝝁as astrometry at ~10 kpc for G ~ 20 would be fantastic.

But this is beyond Gaia where ~300 𝝁as (5 yrs) is the best we can expect (Lindegren et al 2022)?



Massive multiplex advantage

4MOST low resolution survey 
will observe 1.5M giants over 
10,000 square degrees (5 yrs) 
to G ~ 20.

~0.5M stars lie within a 15-45 kpc 
shell.

~3 km s-1 per star is good enough 
with a view to low-order spherical 
harmonic analysis...

Galaxia simulation
(Sharma+ 2011)
galaxia.sourceforge.net



Systematic effects (due to astrophysics) are bound 
to make any detection harder, but these are likely to 
be very interesting...    Here, I give four examples.
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LMC track
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There are some structures, 
esp. when phase-mixing, 
that will be hard to remove.



Momentum recoil and baryon sloshing within dark matter halos
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Simple, stretched 
and twisted halos
Emami et al 2021

See also: Shao et al 2020
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We anticipate a complex optimization problem within triaxial 
ellipsoidal shells – the mathematical framework exists.





Credit: David Law, UCLA

Summary

We know very little about the nature, 
structure and distribution function of 
any dark matter halo. 

This is just one possible experiment in 
near field cosmology. There are many 
others (e.g. Klioner 2018).

In combination with future lensing, 
stream/halo kinematics, simulations 
and dynamical studies, we can expect 
real progress in the period 2025-35.


